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SmartRest

Quad Rest

Details:

ATV – UTE – Quad Bike Gun Rest
-

Packs in stable and secure storage position
Pops up and ready to shoot in 1 second
Swivel and pivot capabilities for 3600 pivoting range
Lateral and vertical adjustments
Excellent target acquisition with easy auto adjustment and fine control
Holds the rifle in steady position
Adjustable levels and heights
Requires no tools to operate
Fully powder coated

RRP $399.99

More Parts Available:

 Multi Purpose Mounting Plate

SmartRest

MaXbox II

Details:

Magnetic EVA Foam Gun Rest
-

RRP $119.99

Features upgraded rare earth neodymium magnets
Offers well balanced rest for the sporting shooter
Easy pivoting and readjustment for moving targets
Adjustable levels and heights
Magnetises to your vehicle without damaging paint
Weather proof and shock resistant
Quality EVA foam is lightweight and portable

SmartRest

Door Pro II

Details:

Magnetic EVA Foam Door Rest
-

Features upgraded rare earth neodymium magnets
Offers well balanced rest for the sporting shooter
Easy pivoting and readjustment for moving targets
Adjustable levels and heights
Magnetises to your vehicle without damaging paint
Weather proof, shock resistant and won’t damage rifles
Install and remove in seconds

RRP $134.99

Extra Accessories Parts Available:

Spacers for extra height

SmartRest

Racken rest

Details:

Pivoting Window Rest

 Includes pre-assembled Double Swivel Mount (NZ standard pack only )
-

Holds rifle in ready position while driving the vehicle
Pivots and swivels
Install and remove in seconds
Fits most firearms and won’t damage the stock
Adjustable heights and levels
Short Base Model available
Takes the impact of the recoil

RRP $359.99

Also Available: Short Model note: suited for Land Cruiser, Rover and pre 2004 Hi Lux

Coming Soon
The perfect rest for the walking and stalking Hunter
SmartRest

Goes from bi pod height and extends all the way to a standing stick height
Can be carried on the rifle as a bi pod or be carried as a walking stick

SmartRest

NitroForce

Details:

Aluminium Hydraulic Gun Rest
-

Great on the bench
Swivel and pivot capabilities unrivalled by any other gun rest on the market
Excellent target acquisition with easy auto adjustment and fine control
Holds the rifle in steady position with an auto lock design
Various feet options
Adjustable levels and heights
Requires no tools to operate
Fully anodised

RRP $389.99

More Parts Available:

Long Arms
Magnetic Feet
Rubber Feet
Gas Pistons

SmartRest

Retail Display
Offer

Eagleye supplies the retail display sign free with a stocking order of the SmartRest Range
Examples below:

